Purpose: Please use this as a guide when creating a recruitment flyer for a study involving human subjects.

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS
The UNT
Department of ________
Is Conducting a Research Study on

Research condition/title of project

At __________________________

If you are between the ages of ___ and ___, and
Have been diagnosed/treated/interested in/at risk for, and
Other conditional inclusion criteria
You may qualify to participate in a research study examining the effects of ____________________.

Eligible subjects will undergo __________________________

__________________________

Subjects will be compensated ____________.

Principal Investigator: ________________

For more information, please contact __________

Must include University of North
Name of dept. and must include the word “Research”
Title of study or research condition
Location of research
Inclusion criteria
Purposed of research
Study procedures and time requirements
Compensation
PI name and contact information